JUNIORS COLTS
Despite of being really short in numbers are making the effort to be part of a
good game each week. All other teams have been very considerate of our
position and have helped considerably to achieve our games each week. I
can assure the boys that if they maintain their keenness they will get great
enjoyment from their efforts. It gives me great pleasure to see boys so
young grasping how to play together, which if they continue to improve will
win more games than they loose. The readiness and high standard of help
from Fathers is to be admired and I assure you I respect it immensely.
NICK NORMAN (Capt): Leads us well and is improving each week at
bringing teammates (all smaller) into the game.
SAM DURDIN (V/Capt): A natural forward player who is our main play
maker ahead of centre.
MARK DURDIN (V/Capt): A bit smaller than Sam but of the same
determination is accepting the hard position of centre ½ back for us very
well.
HAMISH PILGRIM AND JACK NORMAN: 2 up and coming forwards.
SCOTTY HARTWELL: Has an admirable keenness and plenty of skills
that we see more of as the season progresses.
JOSH SMITHSON: A very welcome young player with plenty of skills,
needs to make up his mind t be as good as his big brother.
CHRIS KRUEGER: is accepting the challenge of Full Back really well so
early in his career.
CODY BLACKET: true example of always determined to do my best, nice
skills and very good balance will be very successful.
BRADLEY STONE: Clever little footballer with nice future.
BRAD PATTERSON: Needs to think more about his football while he’s
playing it and not allow himself to be so easily distracted.
EDDIE WIENCKE: Improving each game and I’m sure as he succeeds a
bit more will get keener.
MAX MORGAN: Probably gets sick of playing in the Back lines all the
time but that’s where he reads the game best and therefore does best.
TYSON: Only played one game but a very welcome newcomer.
Bill Murdoch

